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Abstract— An industrial project carried out in Erode District Co-operative Milk Producer’s Union Ltd., Chithode, Erode, for 

improving the performance of Butter packing machine. During butter packing in butter packing machine the butter leakage 

occurs in mouth piece plate at nozzle, by change the mouth piece plate material, the butter leakage is minimized. In this butter 

packing machine, the mouth-piece plate is located between nozzle and dosing unit. The mouth-piece plate is made up of 

aluminium and Teflon sheet. Aluminium layer acts as a support for Teflon sheet and they are bonded rigidly with bonding 

agent (araldite). The mouth-piece plate is regularly washed everyday with hot water (50ᵒ to 55ᵒ Celsius), acid and soda. By 

washing the mouth-piece plate every day, the bond between Aluminium (15mm thickness) and Teflon sheet (2mm thickness) 

is unbounded within 20 to 25 days, because the hot water is continuously reducing the bonding agent property and also due to 

continuous movement of disc over the Teflon sheet. The bonding between metal and plastics cannot be made permanent. In 

mouth-piece plate, the Teflon sheet is peeled away from the aluminium layer within 20 to 25days, so the production will be 

stopped for some certain time period and the replacement of Teflon sheet cost is high. Present study utilize the Padauk wood 

material as mouth piece plate, there by the performance of butter packing machine is improved. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Our industrial project is carried out in Erode District Co-operative Milk Produce Union Limited (EDCMPUL). Aavin is the 

major producer of dairy products in Tamilnadu located at chithode in Erode district. We examined thoroughly some important 

machineries in aavin dairy plant and identified some problems in F120ecopack butter packing machine. In this butter packing 

machine, the mouth-piece plate is located between nozzle and dosing unit. The mouth-piece plate is made up of aluminium 

and Teflon sheet. Aluminium layer acts as a support for Teflon sheet and they are bonded rigidly with bonding agent 

(araldite).The mouth-piece plate is regularly washed everyday with hot water(50ᵒ to 55ᵒ Celsius),acid and soda. By washing 

the mouth-piece plate every day, the bond between aluminium(15mm thickness) and Teflon sheet(2mm thickness) is 

unbonded within 20 to 25 days, because the hot water is continuously reducing the bonding agent property and also due to 

continuous movement of disc over the Teflon sheet. The bonding between metal and plastics cannot be made permanent. In 

mouth-piece plate, the Teflon sheet is peeled away from the aluminium layer within 20 to 25days, so the production will be 

stopped for some certain time period and the replacement of Teflon sheet cost is high.  So, we suggested some alternate 

material for mouth-piece plate to rectify this problem. 

II. BUTTER PROCESSING UNIT 

A. Butter Process 

In reservation unit, the raw milk is collected. In butter processing process, the milk which contains fat range between 7.5 to 

8.9 is only used. Milk containing this fat range can be fed into continuous butter making machine, then the butter is formed. 

The butter which is formed can be stored in refrigeration room (-24ᵒ Celsius) because the butter packing machine packs the 

butter only when it is in solid form and never works when the butter is in liquid form. The solidised butter from refrigeration 

room is fed into the butter packing machine where it is automatically packed and dispatched. The butter milk (liquid) is also 

obtained from butter processing process. 

1) Butter Packing Machine 

The solidised butter from refrigeration room is fed into the butter packing machine where it is automatically packed and 

dispatched. 

a) PARTS 

1) Auger  

2) Nozzle unit 

3) Dosing unit 

4) Folding unit 

5) Conveyor 

6) Sensors  
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B. Working 

1) AUGER 

Auger is a butter loading part in butter packing machine.Auger consists of multiple rotary screws, which press the butter to 

the nozzle.The rotary screws are driven by electric motor. 

2) Nozzle Unit 

Nozzle unit is the outlet of auger.The mouth-piece plate is placed in the nozzle.Nozzle and dosing unit are separated by 

mouth-piece plate.The butter from the nozzle is obtained in rectangular shape. 

3) Dosing Unit 

Dosing is the integral part of the butter packing machine.Dosing unit consists of a rotating disc and reciprocating piston.A 

continuous rotating disc takes away the rectangular shaped butter from nozzle, then the butter is fed into folding unit by 

means of reciprocating piston. 

4) Folding Unit 

Folding wheel is operated by stepper motor at 90ᵒ angel of twist.It consists of sequence of operations for butter packing.In 

folding wheel, the operations are performed by cam and follower mechanism.After the completion of butter packing, it is 

automatically transferred to the conveyor.  

5) Conveyor 

The butter packet is transported from folding unit to storage unit by means of belt conveyor.Belt conveyor is operated by 

electric motor.  

6) Sensors 

Butter packing machine consists of 6 sensors.Two sensors are located in the dosing unit, which detects the dosing unit to be 

closed or not.One sensor is located in the packet material feeder, which detects whether the packet material is available or 

not.Two sensors are located in the folding unit, which detects the rectangular shaped butter is fed into folding unit or not and 

folding unit door can be closed or not.One sensor is located in the belt conveyor, which detects the butter packets are moving 

into storage area continuously or stuck in the middle.By means of the sensors the butter packing machine works correctly. 

III. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A. Existing Mouth Piece Plate Component 

In ecopack f120 butter packing machine the mouth piece plate is in the combination of aluminium + Teflon sheet is 

developed by using CERO 2.0.  

 
Fig. 1: 3D Creo model of mouth piece plate 

B. Materials 

The mouth piece model is meshed with Ansys 15.0. All components of implant model are meshed with SOLID 187 a 10 node 

tetra element. 

 
Fig. 2: FE model of mouth piece plate 
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materials Young's modulus(N/mm2) Poisson's ratio 

Aluminium 70e3 0.35 

Padauk wood 11.72e3 0.05 

Teflon 0.5e3 0.45 

Table 1: Materials lists and values 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Results 

1) Aluminium + Teflon 

 
Fig. 3: displacement result 

 
Fig. 4: von mises stress 

2) Wood 

 
Fig. 5: displacement result 
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Fig. 6: von mises stress 

 

3) Teflon 

 
Fig. 7: displacement result 

 
Fig. 8: von mises stress 

B. Discussions 

materials displacement  (mm) von mises stress(N/mm2) 

Aluminium + Teflon 0.5 0.00215 

Padauk wood 0.09 0.001429 

Teflon 0.5 0.001993 
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1) Graph 

 
Fig 9 displacement value for materials 

 

Fig. 10: von mises stress for material 

 
Fig. 11: mouth piece plate material in padauk wood and aluminium + Teflon 

Present study utilize to change the padauk wood material as mouth piece plate instead of aluminium + Teflon sheet, 

there by the performances of butter packing machine is improved, because the displacement and von mises stress value of 

padauk wood is lowered when compared to aluminum + Teflon sheet and Teflon plate value. Another alternate material to 

use the mouth piece plate as Teflon plate, because displacement and von mises stress value is lowered when compared to 

aluminium + Teflon sheet value. Food grade materials are only used. By cost analysis, the implementation of padauk wood is 

efficiency.       

V. CONCLUSION 

Present study utilize, thus the mouth piece of butter packing machine Aluminium + Teflon sheet is replaced by alternative 

material Padauk wood. Therefore the problem of leakage ofbutter during butter packing is minimized and the Aluminium 

+Teflon bonding is eliminated. Hence it‘s proved that the padauk wood material mouth piece plate is more efficient than 

aluminium + Teflon  sheet mouth piece plate and the performance of butter packing machine is improved. 
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